We need your help to keep our Tournament fields in each
and every City on the Trillium tour. There are the new
Ontario Regulations Banning Smoking at sports fields and
increased enforcement of existing alcohol laws. This is the
LAW!!! The number of infractions at this event will determine
TFO ability to rent Sports fields for future events. “Zero
Tolerance Policy “
TFONT as the permit holders for the MA Sills facility on May
2/3, 2015 have been advised that during the weekend of the
early bird there will be spot checks by Inspectors from the
Alcohol and Gaming Commission of Ontario (AGCO) and the
Tobacco Enforcement Branch at the Health Unit.
There are newly implemented sections to the Smoke-Free
Ontario Act, which specifically deals with sports fields. If
infractions are found by the inspectors then not only is the
individual liable for a significant fine but TFONT could be
held liable as well.
Smoking is only permitted 20 meters outside of the fence
line surrounding MA Sills on Palmer Road or Harder Drive.
Consumption and possession of alcohol will only be
permitted in the fenced in hospitality area outlined in the
LCBO permit obtained by TFONT.
From this weekend onwards the following policies will be in
place. Anyone caught by a TFONT executive or tournament
official as contravening the zero tolerance policy will be
immediately asked to leave the Sports field grounds. Failure
to do so may result in an indefinite suspension from all
TFONT events. The suspended party will have the right to
apply for reinstatement to the discipline committee in writing
or via email to dgerry@rogers.com

We will be very diligent in enforcing our policies as it
impacts on our ability to provide our members, with the best
facilities possible. We encourage all our members to be
"self-policing" and make anyone they see contravening this
policy aware of the ramifications not only towards them but
to us all. Please notify a tournament official or call 416-5746699 if an offending party continues to disregard the laws.
Hospitality area is located between fields A and B at the
main complex in Belleville.
Thank you
TFO Executive	
  

